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 AROMICS is a development stage biotechnology company founded in 2005, currently

located at the Scientific Park of Barcelona (PCB).

 Our mission: To apply the “OMIC” sciences in the drug development process in order

to develop novel drugs and diagnostic methods to target unmet clinical needs and

improve patients’ quality of life.

1. The company: 
Applied Research using Omic Sciences

We are focused on preclinical / early clinical drug development 



AROMICS: 

Why including OMIC rationale?

Lord R.G.V, Clin. Cancer Res 2002, 8:2286-2291

CISPLATIN + GEMCITABINE

Schiller JH et al. NEJM, 2002, 346:91-98. 

Comparison of chemotherapy regimens in NSCLC (ECOG group)

Farmacogenómica



AROMICS:  Business Model

 Our goals:

–To develop effective, safer and personalized therapies:

 Understanding the molecular basis of the disease

 Identifying new potential therapeutic targets and leading them to IND
and POC in human.

–To develop new diagnostic tools identifying molecular markers for :

 Helping physicians to manage the disease, drive prescriptions and
monitor drug response

 Optimizing clinical use of drugs: predicting efficacy, toxicity and safety
profiles of the drugs with greater accuracy

 Promoting personalized medicine

–To reduce time and cost of the drug development process through gaining

biological insights into “how drugs work”:

 Increasing the added value of the final product

 Reducing attrition rates

 Advancing through the clinics



AROMICS: Development technologies



AROMICS: Partnership

Strong partnership network - over 70 institutions and companies at national and

international level through intensive development projects.

Institute of Photonics

and Electronics

Institute of Photonics

and Electronics

http://www.rabdf.co.uk/


AROMICS: Product Pipeline

AROMICS is actively involved

in internal & collaborative

projects with pharmaceutical

and biotech companies for

developing new effective and

safer drugs.

* Our development are partially financed through European Union, National, Regional and Private funding

AROMICS partners relevant

scientific, technological and

industrial actors for its

developments in the diagnostic

field, focusing on health

(human & animal), agro-food

and environment sectors.

Active development License and co-development opportunities



Novel Berberine derivatives as antitumor agents for cancer

2. The product



Rationale for Berberine 

 Berberine is an alkaloid isolated from medicinal herbs belonging to the genus

Anonaceae, Berbiridaceae, Papaveraceae, Ranunculaceae and others.

 The compound has a wide range of pharmacological and biochemical effects. The

mechanism of action of Berberine is not fully understood.

 Exhibits broad spectrum of antitumor in vitro and in vivo activity in sensitive and

resistant tumor models, including tumors with high TS levels

Cell line IC50 (M)

2008 10

2008-C13* 6

Berberine cytotoxicity on Ovarian cancer cells (72h treatment)

Berberine

*Source: Naxospharma srl



Berberine & Thymidylate Synthase

*Source: Naxospharma srl

Our data show, that Berberine is

able to reduce the intracellular

Thymidylate Synthase (TS)

levels/activity.

Our data also show that berberine

binds mRNA of TS and

consequently reduces the

intracellular Thymidylate Synthase

(TS) levels/activity.



Novel Berberine Derivatives

 An innovative scientific approach –

Novel Berberine derivatives able to interrupt the abnormal production of

TS in cancer cells, effective on poorly responsive tumors either per se, due to

their intrinsic novel mechanism of action, or by helping in overcoming tumor

resistance in a combination therapy regimen.

 Addressing unmet market –

Treatment of solid tumors with intrinsic resistance to chemotherapy and

radiotherapy (due to TS overexpression) or with acquired resistance due to

target re-synthesis and tumor relapse.

 Oral or intravenous administration as:

 Single agent therapy; or

 In combination therapy with currently used anticancer drugs which either are

TS inhibitors (colorectal, breast, pancreatic, stomach cancers) or DNA

damaging agents (ovarian cancer)



*Source: Naxospharma srl

Thymidylate Synthase

TS is present  as an enzymatically active dimeric form in equilibrium with a catalytically inactive monomeric

form. TS monomer is in equilibrium with a TS-mRNA complex, by binding to its own mRNA. 

 Thymidylate synthase (TS) is a key enzyme in the synthesis of DNA and a 

target for antitumor chemotherapy by several drugs such as 5-FU

 The cellular levels of TS depends on its ability to interact with its own RNA. 

When TS binds to inhibitors it is unable to interact with RNA resulting in the 

synthesis of new TS. 



Thymidylate Synthase

TS

inhibitor

 When clinically useful TS-directed inhibitors bind to TS, the enzyme

discontinues its interaction with mRNA resulting in the synthesis of new

TS that lowers the responsiveness of tumor cells to treatment and,

subsequently, contributes to the establishment of the resistant

phenotype.

Control 5FU 5uM 5FU 20 uM

TS

Actin

 Increased levels of TS are responsible of resistance to TS inhibitors. In

vitro experiments show that 5-FU treatment rapidly induces two- to five-

fold increase of TS levels in tumor cells.



 Our approach – Selection of Novel Berberine analogues able to interrupt

abnormal production of TS with a new mechanism of action directly

targeting translational autoregulation, stabilizing or imparing TS-mRNA

complex binding.

Our approach: Novel mechanism of action

NA compounds

 Recent studies using antisense oligodeoxynucleotides were employed to

downregulate TS mRNA and protein levels, decreasing intracellular TS levels and

increase the chemosensitivity of cells to TS inhibitors.

 It has been shown that berberines stabilize TS-mRNA complex and consequently

reduces the intracellular Thymidylate Synthase (TS) levels/activity.



 MT is a lethal tumor originating from mesothelial cells lining the lung.

 MT is a rapidly progressing disease: median survival is currently 6-12 months after

diagnosis depending on stage, histology subtype, and age.

Case study: Mesothelioma market

MT is a rare disease. However, the incidence is

predicted to increase over the next 10 to 15 years.

Exposures to asbestos seem to be involved in the

etiology of the disease.

Asbestos is one of the most important ocupational

carinogens causing about half of deaths from

occupational cancer. Currently about 125 million

people in the world in exposed to asbestos at

workplace.

 Global estimation: 90,000 death/year from asbestos-related lung cancer,

mesothelioma and asbestosis.

 MT Incidence is raising: The time between asbestos exposure and malignant

mesothelioma appearance suggests a latency period of 20 to 30 years.



Mesothelioma treatment 

 Response rates to current chemo- and radio-therapy regimens are low 40% at best.

 Premetrexed (ALIMTA®) was approved in 2004 as single agent.

 In 2009, FDA approved the combination of Alimta with platin as first-line therapy for

advanced MT treatment.

 Main limitation: High TS level correlate to

resistance to Alimta, limiting its clinical use.

Moreover, recent studies shows that TS

level is a predictor of responsiveness of

MT patients treated with Alimta/Pt

combinations (Zucali P, Clin Cancer Res, January 2011)

 Aromics approach:

Small molecular targeting TS autoregulation.

Using TS marker as a predictor of efficacy.



*Cisplatin resistant cells

Cells lines

IC50M (72h treatment)

Berberine NA 12 NA 14 NA 35

Ovarian

2008 10 3.6 5.8 4.0

2008 C13* 6 2.2 1.8 0.7

A2780 4 0.6 1.4 0.4

A2780-DDP* 2.5 0.6 1.0 1.1

Igrov-1 21 6.2 5.3 4.1

Igrov -1-DDP* 12.64 4.6 5.6 3.9

Mesothelioma MISTO-211 0.2 0.4 0.03 0.2

Liver HepG2 9.4 2.2 3.3 2.0

Microcytoma
NCI-H146 3.3 0.4 4.1 0.7

NCI-H526 4.0 3.4 6.6 3.8

Non -

transformed

Vero 40 10 >20 13

NHD fibroblast 14.7 6.8 8.2 5.5

 Novel berberine

derivatives have been

synthesized and tested in

vitro on different human

tumor cell lines

 New compounds show:

Cytotoxicity on drug

resistant cells

 No cross-resistance

with cisplatin

Synergistic effect in

combination with 5FU

Novel Berberine derivatives: In vitro efficacy 



Novel berberine derivatives: In vitro efficacy

The novel berberine derivatives show more potency (3 to 5-fold) than Berberine



Novel Berberine derivatives:

TS mRNA & Protein levels

Thymidylate Synthase mRNA expression by quantitative PCR (HepG2 cells x 48 h treatment)

Thymidylate Synthase Protein Expression by Western Blot (HepG2 cells x 48 h treatment)



New  berberine compounds show G1-phase cell cycle arrest 

Novel Berberine derivatives :

Effect on cell cycle progression

*Source: Naxospharma srl



 Other features:

PARP-1

Caspase-3

Caspase-8

DNA fragmentation ladder

Novel Berberine derivatives:

Apoptosis 

*Source: Naxospharma srl

Control

NA 14

NA 35

24 h 48 h



Differential features facing the market:

Novel Berberine Antitumor Agents

• Opportunity –

Novel derivatives: chemical modification of the well known alkaloid Berberine.

Novel MoA: impairing TS auto-regulation pathway in a dose-dependent manner.

First-in-class antitumoral agents.

High efficacy on tumors overexpressing TS.

• Characteristics – New compounds exhibit:

 Cytotoxicity in a broad range of tumors, including intrinsically and acquired 5FU

resistant cells and CDDP-resistant cells.

 No cross-resistance with cisplatin or other alkylating agents

 Decrease TS protein / activity levels, but not altering mRNA level

 Pro-apoptotic activity

 Cell cycle specificity: Induce G1-phase cell cycle arrest

 In combination studies, exhibit synergistic/additive effect when combined with 5FU



 Address unmet market – Treatment of solid tumors:

 First indication: Mesothelioma (orphan drug)

 Other indications: tumors with intrinsic resistance to chemotherapy and/or

radiotherapy (due to TS overexpression), or with acquired resistance due to

target re-synthesis and tumor relapse.

 Administration as:

 single agent therapy

 combination therapy with currently used anticancer drugs which either are TS

inhibitors (colorectal, breast, pancreatic, stomach cancers) or DNA damaging

agents (ovarian cancer)

 Potential use of biomarkers: patient selection based on TS expression can be

considered for improving drug responsiveness.

Differential features:  

Novel Berberine Antitumor Agents



IP: Benzoquinolizinium Salt Derivatives as Anticancer Agents.

The invention relates to benzoquinolizinium salt derivatives and to processes

for the preparation of said compounds, encompassing pharmaceutical

compositions containing said derivatives and the use of said compounds for

the manufacture of medicaments for the treatment of cancerous diseases.

 US Patent Application US12/458,657. Priority date: 20.07.2009

 European Extension EP2010/059654 (filed 06.07.2010)

 Exclusive worldwide license to AROMICS for the development of

antitumor drugs.

The product : Intellectual Property



Currrent status of the development

Lead 

selection

Lead 

optimization

Selected

candidate

Preclinical
IND

Expected IND in 2013

In vitro & In vivo Efficacy

Mechanism of action

Preliminary ADME & tox.

(MT)Chemical synthesis

In vitro effect

Mechanism of action

Chemical profle

PK/PD profile

Toxicology profile

Combination studies

GLP & GMP product

Pre-indication package

IND submission

Phase I 

2010 2011 2012 2013



 Safety issues

Berberine have been used as herbal medicine used for many years in Chinese,

Ayurdveric medicine.

Novel Berberine derivatives would have safety signals although not expected.

 Administration route:

Current plan is to formulate Berberine derivatives as oral drugs.

Berberine derivatives will have to be formulated since possible problems with

systemic distribution and half life may occur.

 Low efficacy on highly resistant tumors as a single agents:

By using a personalized approach to monitor TS level, we will have a more

accurate data on the activity of the berberine derivatives.

Combination with TS inhibitors or DNA damaging agents will improve the

efficacy.

The product : Risks associated to novel berberine



3. Availability for cooperation

 The project have been financed through different EU funding

programs (6th Framework program)

 New application for financial support has been submitted to the

Eurotransbio funding program with a requested overall funding of

733 K€.

 There is a unique opportunity for a third party to bring additional

investment and to collaborate on a sound project which is at a

convenient preclinical stage and to share profitably of the resulting

foregrounds.



CONTACT INFORMATION

Applied Research using Omic Sciences S.L.

Parc Científic de Barcelona

Edif. Hèlix - Lab. A05-B05, 2a planta.

c/ Baldiri Reixac, 15-21

08028 Barcelona SPAIN

www.aromics.es

info@aromics.es

THANK YOU


